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MHAFC Hopes to Grow Peer Recovery Support Services in Franklin County
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Karen Ezirim is a trauma survivor in long-term recovery 
from substance use disorder. She is also the mother of ten 
and recalls, years ago, searching for another parent who was 
staying sober while raising children, someone who could 
model recovery and help guide her through the challenges. 
“Then someone said to me, ‘sometimes God makes you 
the first,’ and it was such a powerful, ah-ha moment for 
me.” Karen took that message to heart and has become 
a fierce advocate for parents who are seeking to regain 
custody of their children, instrumental in the development 
of birth parent support groups in nine 
counties in Ohio. She is also a certified 
Peer Recovery Supporter (PRS) and a 
facilitator who trains those with lived 
experience with a mental health or 
substance use disorder how to provide 
support to others in recovery.

Jiibay Dakotah is a human trafficking 
and torture survivor and lives with post-
traumatic stress disorder. Like Karen, she has passionately 
sought out ways to use her lived experience to improve 
the lives of others. Jiibay is from the Ojibwe/Aniishinaabe 
band of Native Americans from the Mille Lacs Band, 
White Earth reservations of Minnesota and Turtle Mountain 
reservation in North Dakota. She works as a “fire starter” 
for Native American communities throughout the United 
States and is a partner with Native Hope, an organization 
that uses storytelling to bring healing to Native American 
communities. It is Jiibay’s experience of human trafficking 
that leads her to tell her story in hopes of educating people 
on the outside of Native American reservations: “While 
I was trafficked by a non-Native,” she says, “He was 
not prosecuted for the crimes he committed against me 
because the crimes were happening on Tribal land, where 
the laws are significantly different.” Through the process 
of becoming a certified PRS and facilitator, Jiibay saw a 
change in herself. “I learned of my strength and resilience 
along with letting go of self-defeating behaviors which 
blossomed into self-inspiring ones.” 
 
In 2016, the Ohio Department of Mental Health and 
Addiction Services (OhioMHAS) began certifying Peer 
Recovery Supporters to create a standard of care and enable 
Medicaid reimbursement for services. Utilized in various 
settings, from crisis services to the criminal justice system, 

peer support provides clients with a guide on the road to 
recovery, someone whose role it is to share their lived 
experience, model recovery, help navigate complex 
treatment systems, encourage self-care, help create and 
maintain recovery plans, and instill hope. Emerging 
research suggests that the benefits of peer support may 
include increased self-esteem and sense of control, 
decreased substance use and depression, reduced hospital 
admission rates and longer community tenure.

Recognizing the value of peer services, the Alcohol, Drug 
and Mental Health Board of Franklin County partnered 
with MHAFC to begin looking at ways to help grow 
peer support services in the county and support certified 
PRS and those agencies who employ them. Among our 
first efforts was sponsoring the forty-hour PRS training 
designed and delivered by OhioMHAS, a required part 
of the certification process for peers who are new to the 
field. To date, we have sponsored four trainings, the most 
recent co-facilitated by Jiibay and Karen, and served 79 
peers on their way to becoming certified. 
See Peer on page 7. 

by Maureen Traverse
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          2018: A Look Back  
At MHAFC our purpose is 
to make it easier to get help 
and give people the support 
they need to get better and 
stay better. In 2018 we 
strengthened and expanded 
our programming to 
advance this mission. And 
we hope we’ve had at least 
a small part to play in the 
recent improvement in 

Ohio’s mental illness statistics.

Mental Health America’s 2019 State of Mental Health 
in America report indicates an improved nationwide 
ranking for Ohio’s adults from 37th two years ago to 
20th today. The ranking considers 15 different measures 
of mental illness and substance use disorder: rankings 
closer to 1 mean a lower prevalence of mental illness 
and a higher rate of access to care. Ohio’s youth also 
saw an improved ranking from 21st two years ago to 
13th today. While Ohio’s overall prevalence of reported 
mental illness increased slightly over this time, access 
to care improved dramatically from a ranking of 29th 
two years ago to 9th nationally today.

In July MHAFC became host agency of the 
reinvigorated Franklin County Suicide Prevention 
Coalition. The Coalition hired Michelle Vargas as 
Director and re-launched itself on World Suicide 
Prevention Day with a screening of The S Word 
followed by a panel discussion with the film’s director. 
The Coalition is collaborating with local and state 
partners to compile and study suicide data that will 
inform the Coalition’s priorities, programming, 
campaigns, and recommendations.

Our Pro Bono Counseling Program (PBCP) added 
Cate Petrowski, who serves Delaware County as 
Program Coordinator/Clients Rights Advocate and 
Fairfield County as MH/AOD system Navigator. The 
PBCP recruited an additional 33 volunteer licensed 
clinicians while retaining 53 volunteers from the 
previous year, began new community partnerships to 
support volunteer recruitment, and obtained funding 
to support a contract with the Hispanic Coalition to 
provide language support to non-English speaking 
clients.

With funding from OhioMHAS, our Occumetrics 
team conducted 13 workplace wellbeing assessments 
involving close to 2,200 behavioral health employees 
across Ohio. Occumetrics also conducted its first 

To Your Mental Health
by Kenton Beachy

large-scale fee-for-service assessment with a local 
1,200 employee agency and opened up several new 
avenues for possible contracts. Our parent organization, 
Mental Health America, also awarded Occumetrics 
its nationally competitive 2018 Innovation in 
Programming Award

In 2018 POEM added staff time due to ever-
expanding requests for more services. POEM also 
added 2BNurtured, focused on maternal mental health 
support by and for African-American women. New 
POEM support groups were added in Delaware County 
and Cleveland, and our staff presented on POEM at 
two national conferences.

Our education efforts grew with Maureen Traverse 
becoming our first Education Manager and taking on 
new programming with Youth Mental Health First Aid 
and Peer Recovery Supporter training and support. We 
completed another six Adult Mental Health First Aid 
sessions, all in high demand and wait-listed.

Our Support Groups expanded to add both Anxiety 
and Bipolar Disorder groups. We also trained over 20 
people on the new trauma-informed, inclusive group 
facilitaton model we created.

The Ombudsman Program, an anchor in MHAFC 
programming over the last seven years, took on a 
major challenge of identifying a more understandable 
program name in order to speak to a broader audience 
and create a wider foundation for program growth. 
Early in 2019 we look forward to introducing the 
program’s new name, the Mental Health First Call 
program.

Regarding our fundraising and development efforts, 
Laughing Away the Blues and Give Mom the Mic were 
both hugely successful, raising a combined total of 
close to $120,000. POEM’s Golf Outing added another 
$10,000. We also conducted a development audit and 
look forward to implementing changes based on the 
findings and recommendations.

Our Board of Trustees expanded in number and 
diversity, solidly supporting fundraising efforts and 
guiding MHAFC in terms of policy, program growth, 
finance, and investments of our strong financial 
footprint.

I believe it’s safe to say that in 2018 our vibrant 
trustees, supporters, staff, and programming had a hand 
in increasing Central Ohio’s access to behavioral health 
services and improving Ohio’s mental health statistics.
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Community Matters

Holiday Magic Gift Drive
MHAFC is pleased to once again collect holiday gifts 
for as many as 400 patients at Twin Valley. Items may 
be dropped off at our offices during normal business 
hours (Monday - Friday, 8:30 - 5:00) now through 
Friday, December 7. You may also make a donation 
for Twin Valley staff to purchase items on your behalf. 
Simply make your checks payable to “Volunteer 
Service Council of TVBH” and include Holiday Magic 
on the memo line. For a full wish list, please visit our 
website: www.mhafc.org/holidaymagic.

 
Board Spotlight
Allison Mitsui works as 
a business consultant at 
Nationwide in their Digital 
Run organization, working 
on several customer-facing 
websites. She also operates 
as the financial coordinator 
for her team’s Central Ohio 
Hunger Relief campaign. 
Allison joined Nationwide in 2012 after graduating 
from The Ohio State University with a degree in 
Computer and Information Science. 

Her involvement in mental health advocacy began 
several years ago when she started participating in 
The American Foundation for Suicide Prevention’s 
Community Walks to honor the memory of 
several friends she had lost over the years. She 
became involved with MHAFC when a colleague 
at Nationwide found out about Allison’s passion 
surrounding mental health and her desire to get 
involved and make a positive impact. This is her first 
time serving on the board of a non-profit organization, 
and she hopes that this will be the start of a lifelong 
involvement with the mental health community in 
Ohio and beyond. 

In her free time, she enjoys indoor rock climbing, 
cooking, and knitting.

New Programs and New Faces at MHAFC

The exciting growth of MHAFC’s programs means we 
warmly welcomed new staff members Cate Petrowski, 
Michelle Vargas, DeAnna Hall, Keisa Lee, Robert 
Johnson, and intern, Jenna Dyer. 

Cate Petrowski splits her time between 
Delaware County, where she is the Client 
Rights Advocate and Pro Bono Counseling 
Coordinator, and Fairfield County, 
where she is a Client Advocate. Cate has 
worked in a variety of settings, always 
with a particular focus on psychosocial 
rehabilitation and recovery-oriented care. She is currently 
completing her Ph.D. dissertation in Clinical Psychology.

Michelle Vargas directs the Franklin 
County Suicide Prevention Coalition. She 
has more than five years of experience in 
public health and has worked in public 
health policy and evaluation at United 
Way of Greater Cincinnati and the Ohio 
Department of Health. 

DeAnna Hall brings a wealth of mental 
health knowledge to the Administrative 
Assistant role from her previous experience 
as a Recovery Manager with Central Ohio 
Area Agency on Aging, a Case Manager 
with Concord Counseling, and an Intake 
Specialist with Disability Rights Ohio.

Keisa Lee was an active POEM volunteer 
and joins the staff as a POEM Coordinator 
to support the enormous growth of the 
program through client outreach and 
referrals.

Robert Johnson is the new COVA 
Ombudsman, providing system navigation 
and conflict intervention exclusively 
for COVA clients. A social worker with 
fourteen years of experience and an 
instructor at Central Ohio Technical 
College, Rob has worked with the Ryan 
White HIV/AIDS program, in health care, dual disorders 
counseling, outpatient counseling, and managed care 
settings.

Jenna Dyer is a Capital University BSW 
student and will support MHAFC as an 
intern through the end of the school year. 
A veteran and mother of three, Jenna is 
passionate about maternal mental health 
and veterans’ health care and will primarily 
support POEM.

by Maureen Traverse
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Our tenth anniversary 
of Laughing Away the 
Blues was a huge success! 
Thanks to our generous 
bidders and donors, we 
once again raised over 
$76,000 to help support 
the life-saving services 

we offer Central Ohioans. Guests enjoyed delicious 
food, drinks and another impressive collection of auction 
packages to battle over online through our new mobile 
bidding system. 
 
We’d like to thank Board President, Matt Endress, for his 
wonderful job as emcee, the excellent staff of Auction 
Ohio, Jon Bommarito for sharing his story of recovery, 
and the talented Clayton Raithel for helping us create 
another meaningful and fun-filled evening. We’re looking 
forward to even more fun next year, so please plan to join 
us in 2019!

Our Generous Sponsors
 

Gold Bell Sponsors: 

Silver Bell Sponsors: 

 

 
Bronze Bell Sponsors:

Table Sponsors: 
Cardinal Health 

Northwest Kiwanis 
Otsuka Pharmaceutical 

Syneos Health

Advocate Sponsor:  
NAMI Franklin County 

 

MHAFC News
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Special thanks to our Laughing Away The Blues auction donors!
1 Stop Bead Shop
Aladdin’s Eatery
Allen Edmonds
Amish Originals
Artisan de Luxe
Asterisk Supper Club
Athleta Easton
Barcelona Restaurant and Bar
Barley’s Brewing Company
Bob Dolciato
Brandi Allen and Elizabeth Cannon
California Pizza Kitchen
Camelot Cellars Winery
Cardinal Health Foundation
Cincinnati Ballet
Cincinnati Museum Center at Union Terminal
Cincinnati Reds
Cleveland Cavs
Columbus Blue Jackets Foundation
Columbus Children’s Theatre
Columbus Dance Centre
Columbus Museum of Art
Cooper’s Hawk Winery
COSI Columbus
Courtyard by Marriott Columbus OSU
Cover To Cover
Dave & Busters Polaris
Dave & Jenny Speas
Donatos
Drury Hotels
East & Gray Interiors
Erik Slangerup
Fat Head’s Brewery
Figlio
Fleurish Home
Franklin Park Conservatory

Funny Bone Comedy Club
Gahanna Dept. of Parks and Recreation
Galaxy Games and Golf
Girlz Rhythm ‘n Rock Camp
Gordon Biersch
Graeter’s
Grandview Theater & Drafthouse
Hai Poké
Harmony Project
Harvest Pizzeria
Hilton Columbus Downtown
Hofbräuhaus Columbus
Hollywood Casino Columbus
Hyatt Place Columbus/OSU
iHeart Media
Jean Koon
John Stiltner - Investment Executive
Karen McDonnell
Kelton House Museum and Garden, a service 
of the Junior League of Columbus
Kendra Scott
Kenton Beachy
Kilwins Dublin
Krema Nut Company
Kristen Chek-McChesney
Lambert Photographs
Lazer Kraze Family Fun Center
Lemongrass Fusion Bistro
Linda Jakes
Linda Siefkas
Local Roots
Maggie Hallett
Mairi Mull
Megan Daugherty
Meza Wine Shop
Nada

National Hockey League Players Association
Oscar’s of Dublin
OSU Golf Club
Paper Source Easton Town Center
Pat Mattes and Sandy Zeno
Phia Concepts
Provence Boudoir
Red Giraffe Designs
Robin Canowitz
Schmidt’s Restaurant und Sausage House
Shadowbox Live
Short North Piece of Cake
Sky Zone Indoor Trampoline Park
Snow Trails Ski Resort
SportsOhio
Stephanie Pavol
Susan Jagers
The Brass Tap
The Cheesecake Factory
The Eagle Short North
The Guild House
The Oilerie Columbus
The Paper Daisy Boutique
The Refectory
The Wilds
The Woodhouse Day Spa
THREAD
United Skates of America
Watershed Distillery
Westerville Therapeutic Massage
Where I’m From
Whit’s Frozen Custard
Wolf’s Ridge Brewing
YMCA of Central Ohio
Yoga on High

Holiday Health and Giving Guide
Make this season bright with MHAFC!

When making your holiday gift list, please consider including MHAFC in your plans. With numerous avenues to 
give, your support is not only tax deductible—it also helps us to continue our life-saving mission to transform how 
people think about mental illness, make it easier to get help, and give people the support they need to get better and 
stay better.

Membership: Consider a sustaining gift of $10/month. It will make a meaningful and immediate difference! You 
can also make a one-time donation or a tribute gift in honor or in memory of someone special in your life. 

Planned Giving: By including MHAFC in your estate planning, you can ensure your legacy gift will have a 
direct and meaningful impact on mental health in our community. 

Volunteer: MHAFC’s award-winning Pro Bono Counseling Program relies entirely on mental health professionals 
to meet the needs of uninsured and under-insured residents of Franklin County. Or join our behind-the-scenes team and 
help us with a variety of projects. Your gifts of talent and time will be much appreciated.

Get Social: Like us on Facebook, or follow us on Twitter and Instagram. Share information about our programs and 
services with your social networks.   
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To Our Recent Members & Donors (July 1 - October 31)
Leadership Circle ($1,000+)
Uniquely Ordinary
Kenton J. Beachy*
Janet Castor*
 
Bell Ringer ($500+)
James and Annie Kamerick
Jim and Vivian Williams
Andrew Hays*
Joe and Marie Hallett*

Pacesetter ($250+)
Anonymous
Adel B. Korkor Foundation
Peggy Bryant and Thomas Long
Jamie and Lindsay Cleverley*
Christina Daron*
Kim Dressel*
Marcia Garvey*
LeAnn Harris*
Michael Howe*
Sean McLean*
Dan Moorhead*
Jeff and Maria Schoenherr*
John Stiltner*
Julie Teater*
John Stiltner Sr.*

Patron ($135+)
Melt Bar and Grilled, Inc.
Jenny J. Camper
Gregory A. Jefferson
Laura Padgitt
Donna Sigl-Davies
Anonymous
Linda Royalty
Cynthia Morris
Sarah Schriner
Anita Miller
Robin L. Canowitz*
Tonya Fulwider*
Allen Pavol*

Advocate ($60+)
Joel and Beth Rabb
Steven and Jeanne Drown
Bruce J. Koppert
Angie S. Chesser
Dorothy Odrosky
Beth Logan Batzer
James E. Schmidt
Philip Meeks
Tanya Lentz
Liz Cabot
Susan Jagers
Shannon H. Johnson
Darlene Honigford
King Stumpp
Sandra Hoover
Kaye Tchoula*
Amy Burt*
Laura Bommarito*
Sonia Booker*

Thank You!

*Includes paddle raise contribution at Laughing Away the Blues.
We make every attempt to accurately acknowledge our donors. To report 
an error or omission, please contact DeAnna Hall: 614-221-1441 or 
dhall@mhafc.org.

Jessica Brohard*
Lauren Brown*
Alessandro Ciaffoncini*
Ben and Casey Clarke*
Lisa Crawford*
Mary Ellen Daugherty*
Michael Davis*
Deanna Reinhart*
Crystal Derrick*
Debbie Donahey*
Joe Drakulich*
Amy Hosenfeld*
Kevin Hosty*
Chrstine Koch*
Emily Little*
Deborah Lynn*
Stephen Mangum*
Monica Miller*
Katherine Moss*
Kimberly O’Neil*
Maureen Provenzale*
Jennifer and Jeff Sheen*
Tom and Nancy Sikora*
Kristin and Erik Slangerup*
Joseph Sutherland*
Maureen Traverse*
Nicholas Breitborde*

Friend ($40+)
Cynthia Johnson-Smith
Jackie Jacobs
David T. Lawter
Laurie J. Nelson
John and Harriette Kagel
Josh Goldfarb
Michelle Leyland
Turiya Gearhart
Joan M. Matyskella
Neal and Sue Edgar
Herb A. Hausman
Steve Wilson
Terri Rauch
Jean-Michel Guldmann
Jonathan and Shawnda Vega
Patricia Hawkins
Kathleen Kennedy-Hatcher
Allyson McDaniel
Anonymous
E. Kathleen Watson
Elizabeth Aino*
Leslie Anderson*
Christian Blanco*
Megan Daugherty*
Nicholas Grimmer*
Lauree Handlon*
Maggie Hallett*
Christen King*
Jason Kessler*
Allison Mitsui*
Mairi Mull*
Melissa Santiago*
Mark Sloboda*
Rebecca Sullivan*
Tyler Vick*

Steve Weeks*
Jessica Raimey*

Other
Dee Roth
Ron and Loretta Cory
Kent and Lonie Tyler
James E. Edgar
Suzanne Haines
John and Donna Andrews
William and Marilyn Ransom
Miriam C. King
Rhonda Phillips
Terri Gallahue
Trina J. Johnson
Pamela Berry
Jennifer Bilchak*
Daniel Diman*
Courtney Gilbreath*
Jordin Johnson*
Pat Mattes and Sandy Zeno*
Brian Panwala*

TRIBUTE GIFTS
In Honor of Neal Edgar
Katie Feick*

In Honor of my son, Kirk
Diann Reitelbach

In Memory of Beverly Fowler
Anonymous

In Honor of Barbara G.
Pam Vallette

In Honor of Monica Inks Shield
Antonia Inks

In Memory of John K. Lear
Susan Lear

In Honor of Mark Balluff
Jessica M. Mayercin-Johnson

In Memory of Johanna Paulino
David and Rebecca Smith
Edwin and Elaine Delesk

In Honor of Jon Bommarito
Beth McCreary*

In Honor of Kim Dressel
Diana Wakim*

In Honor of Alexis’ Cyclebar Ride
Erin Haas
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Programs
2018 Children’s Mental Health Conference: Complex Trauma & Grief

Thank You to our Conference Sponsors!

Platinum Sponsors

Gold Sponsors
Columbus Springs Hospitals

OSU Behavioral Health
Paramount Health Care
SUN Behavioral Health

Silver Sponsors
Child and Adolescent Psychiatrists of Central Ohio

Syntero
Bronze Sponsors

Advocate Sponsor

Presenting Sponsor 

Local therapist and trauma expert Kristen Santel, 
LISW-S will tell you unequivocally: time does not 
heal all wounds. Traumatic loss and its associated 
grief have a profound way of embedding into 
our bodies and minds, impacting our health, our 
relationships, and our work. Effective treatment 
requires a set of knowledge and tools that often 
remain beyond the standard education mental health 
professionals receive before licensure.
 
We are excited to offer two educational tracks at this 
year’s children’s mental health conference addressing 
trauma and grief. Track One, led by Santel who 

Alvis, Inc.
Cornerstone of Hope

Franklin County 
Children Services
North Community 
Counseling Centers

SEQUEL - Pomegranate 
Health Systems

Serenity Behavioral Health
Specialized Alternatives for 
Family and Youth of Ohio
St. Vincent Family Center

The Recovery Village Columbus
UMCH Family Services

United Healthcare Community 
Plan

Provider Leadership Association

by Brandi Allen

Peer cont’d
Participants in the week-long training learn how to 
use their own experience to inspire hope and guide 
clients through challenging circumstances. They 
practice telling their recovery stories, discuss ethics 
and boundaries, and role-play strategies for supporting 
clients. Jiibay says she notices a monumental change 
in the participants from the start of the class to the end. 
“They can open up without the fear of being judged or 
stigmatized. It may be their first opportunity to show 
who they are. They have a lot to offer but don’t realize 
it until they see what they can do.” As Jiibay and Karen 
describe, the value of peer services is reciprocal: PRS 
help support clients and ratify their own recovery at 
the same time while recognizing the dynamic ways 
that people recover. “Maybe suboxone works for you,” 
Karen says. “Maybe AA works for you. Or maybe it 
doesn’t. Peers understand that because they’ve lived it. 
We all recover in our own ways.” 

Jennifer Belemu, a participant in the most recent 
training, says it was valuable to have two trainers with 
lived experience. “They helped connect us all,” she 
says. “Everyone is staying in touch and supporting 
each other.” Jennifer is seeking certification as Student
Engagement Coordinator for Heartland High School, 
Ohio’s first recovery high school. She has been a 
sponsor and a case worker, but recognizes that peer 
support is a different role and credits the certification 
training with helping to clarify that role so she can do 
her job well. 

MHAFC will continue to sponsor OhioMHAS 
certification trainings in 2019 and is actively seeking 
to find other ways to support the PRS community. 
We hosted two PRS discussion groups to identify 
challenges and unmet needs, formed a Peer Employer 
Learning Collaborative to connect agencies that 
employ or hope to employ peers, and plan to start a 
PRS support group in the coming year.

is joined by Dawn Gross, LPCC-S, will provide 
advanced theory and interventions for those serving 
children, teens, and entire family systems. Track Two, 
led by Tamar Gur, MD, PhD and Holly Kozee, PhD, 
will address pregnancy and infant loss, the subsequent 
grief, and maternal mental health complications. This 
track is in partnership with local nonprofit Alive in 
My Heart (AIMH). AIMH serves families who have 
experienced pregnancy and infant loss.
 
For more information on this year’s conference, visit 
the registration page, mhafc.org/trauma or call our 
office.
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